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THE ARCHIVE OF ICE
D. Graham Burnett

The main archive freezer at the US National Ice Core Laboratory, Lakewood, Colorado.
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Nestled in a neighborhood of comparably nondescript
brick buildings and office warehouses west of Denver
(the town is Lakewood; the Front Range defines the
horizon; there is lots of parking) sits an uncanny little
perturbation in time, space, and temperature: the us
National Ice Core Laboratory (nicl), the largest repository of archived ancient ice on the planet. Within the
unremarkable walls of this federal institution, in a
freezer room ninety-four feet long, fifty-five feet wide,
and twelve feet high (the steady temperature of which
is maintained at negative thirty-eight degrees Celsius),
more than seventeen thousand meters of columnar
ice lie still in silvered cardboard tubes stacked on
steel racks.
The visitor stands in this room (though not for very
long, since it is extremely cold) in the presence of more
than ten miles of deep time, arranged as if by Walter
de Maria: a receding vista of indexed cylinders, which
secrete many broken kilometers—not of brass, but of
white-blue waterglass cored from nearly two hundred
ice sheets and glaciers and mountaintops around
the world. Here, on these shelves, sleep millions
upon millions of little slivers of compressed snow—
preserved slips of all the winters the earth has seen in
the last five hundred thousand years.
A great deal of what we now think we know about
the changing climate of our planet hails from these
transparent bars of ancient water. And it is a testimony
to how rapidly that climate is changing that a number
of the cores in Lakewood came from glaciers that no
longer exist. The keepers of the archive of ice have, of
necessity, gone to great lengths to ensure redundancy
upon redundancy in their refrigeration capacity—
multiple compressors and automatic backup generators
and an emergency mechanical team on call to service
the cooling systems 24 hours a day 365 days a year.
Since there is ice in this freezer that cannot now
be replaced.
•

•

•

Ice core science sits at the center of some of the very
most contentious geopolitical and epistemic controversies of our time. How exactly to read the long chronicle
of Earth history that appears to be preserved in the
tight-packed layers of the ancient ice? This is the nittygritty of disputes between climate-change deniers and
their opponents. The bench-science details are complex,
but a brief résumé of the basics is easy enough.1

Anywhere that repeated, cyclical snowfalls build
up over considerable periods of time—high altitudes,
high latitudes—one sees, eventually, the compression of
sequential snow layers into stratigraphic ice formations.
The resulting mass preserves the layering structure
of its deposition. During the process of compression,
bubbles of atmospheric air are trapped in these layers.
The result? Large, old glaciers are effectively gigantic
napoleons (meaning the pastry, not the general) of
prehistoric water and atmosphere—dense mille-feuilles,
each “leaf” of which records the conditions of the planet
in a given winter now long past. We can now answer,
concisely, François Villon’s heartrending refrain from
the “Ballade des dames du temps jadis” (ca. 1460): Où
sont les neiges d’antan? Where are the snows of yore?
They are in Lakewood, Colorado, sitting on a shelf.
Within them, the earth-breath of yesteryear.
Extracting those trapped atmospheric gasses—
layer by layer—is a matter of delicate chemistry, but
once they have been liberated, the proportions of co 2
and other important fractional components can be
measured and (significantly, in the context of debates
about anthropogenic warming and greenhouse gasses)
correlated with inferences about global temperature.
These too, can be derived from the cores, though
reading temperature in the layers—in other words,
reading the ice as an archive of paleoclimates—is an
even more finicky (and in many ways remarkable)
exercise in geochemical forensics. It turns out that, at
the molecular level, not all the h 2 o on the earth is the
same. Some is “heavy” (which is to say, some is made up
of an isotope of oxygen that has some extra weight in its
nucleus, in the form of that neutral subatomic particle
known as a neutron). Heavy water precipitates out of
the atmosphere (i.e., falls to earth as rain or snow) a little
more readily than the lighter stuff. In cold parts of the
globe, precipitation is a pretty direct function of temperature: the colder the air, the less snow and rain happen,
because colder air tends to be drier air—air that has lost
more of its moisture as it has made its way to the frigid
zones. A corollary of all this is that the proportion of
heavy water frozen in a given layer of ancient ice offers
a workable index of the average global temperature in
the year that the latter formed: in colder years, moist
atmospheric air, circulating its way to the poles, has lost
more of its moisture by the time it gets there—hence
the ice deposited in these regions in colder years will
contain less heavy water than it will in warmer years.
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Right now, in laboratories all over the world
(beneath vacuum hoods and within the detection
modules of mass spectrometers and wired to the
probes of electro-conductivity machines), scientists
of various stripes are grating, melting, shocking, and
subliming countless sticks, cubes, disks, and slabs of
ancient ice as part of a very important collective effort
to read the ice archive from beginning to end. This
work bears directly, of course, on some significant
questions. For instance, “How much of Manhattan will
be underwater in 2080?”
•

•

•

Many histories of science are coiled up under and
inside the three preceding paragraphs. Let me offer one
macroscale observation about the history of ice-core
science and one related microscale historical anecdote.
The anecdote first.
Who got the idea that ancient atmospheres might be
preserved in the ice column? It is hard to be sure about
these things, but a plausible contender for the honor
would be the colorful American extreme-state physiologist Per Fredrik “Pete” Scholander (1905–1980), a
Swedish-born cowboy-scientist with a penchant for
latrine humor and a modest proclivity—characteristic
of his milieu of military doctors studying life at the

edges of death—in the direction of sadomasochistic
human experimentation (e.g., his efforts to secure the
rectal temperatures of Australian Aboriginals sleeping
naked in the bush).2 Working on Arctic physiology for
the Office of Naval Research in Alaska in the 1950s,
Scholander heard tales of sled dogs vomiting up small
fish that were still flapping around—the kicker being
that they had ostensibly been eaten frozen. Increasingly
interested in organisms adapted to survive “supercooled” conditions, he began work on the little aquatic
larvae of the gnats (Chironomidae) that eke out a living
over marshes in the brief tundra summers. These
larvae regularly turned up frozen solid in blocks of
arctic ice. Back in the makeshift tent lab, warmed up,
the creatures would be happily feeding within a few
hours.3 Scholander and his colleagues began experimenting to determine whether the larvae were capable
of some form of respiration during their ice-suspended
intervals. And this, in combination with other studies
of the phenomenon of cryogenic suspension, led to the
realization that gas transfer in frozen water was very
close to nil. Scholander subsequently speculated that
air trapped in ice would likely be preserved indefinitely, and might, therefore, in conjunction with the
layered structure of glaciers and other ice sheets, result
in legible archives of past atmospheres.
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But who first explored the structure of glaciers? Who
probed the deep architecture of ice, and when and why
were the first ice cores drilled? Here we tip open a much
larger and more complicated story about the coldest
part of the Cold War. True, a number of nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century physical geographers and polar
explorers dug snow pits and probed the depth of mountain ice. But the real history of the scientific study of ice
architecture in general—and ice coring specifically—is
inseparable from the military ambitions of the nuclear
superpowers in the immediate wake of World War ii .
Much of the (paper) archive of this history may
well remain classified, but no one now disputes that
the United States undertook an elaborate clandestine
program, preparations for which began in the early
1950s, to tunnel northern Greenland with a network of
nuclear missile launch stations and associated support
and logistical infrastructure.4 Project Iceworm, as it
was called, foresaw mobile Minuteman-style silos
honeycombed into the ice sheet, largely invisible and
capable of hitting targets in the Soviet Union with
unmatched speed. Bracketing the diplomatic/geopolitical challenge of Greenland being the sovereign
territory of Denmark (the leadership of which was not
kept informed about us plans), the technical hurdles
that needed to be cleared in order to erect a vast

military base under the ice of the polar cap precipitated
a major research initiative into the deep structure of
glaciers. As early as 1950, one can find a sipre (Snow,
Ice, and Permafrost Research Establishment of the
Army Corps of Engineers) report opining as follows:
There is a need for development of ice excavation techniques.
Tunneling in ice may provide cheap and rapid means for
storing small or large quantities of food and equipment
and for providing bomb-proof shelter. The development of
adequate tools for tunneling by hand or machine is necessary.
It should be possible to build a machine capable of driving
a tunnel in ice at high speed, of the order of several feet per
minute. A technique for core drilling in névé and ice should
also be developed.5
The last sentence is the key one for our purposes,
and its context is telling. Several of the scientists and
engineers in that sipre working group indeed went on
to become leading figures in what became the peacetime scientific activity of coring glaciers—and they
Opposite and above: A beef chart for the cores. Crosssectional diagrams used by scientists when sectioning
the ancient ice at the National Ice Core Laboratory into
samples for distribution to different laboratories.
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are, in effect, the founding fathers of the Lakewood
facility.6 In fact, one of the cores that currently lives in
Lakewood hails from an early exploratory drill hole
bored at Camp Century, the Dr. Strangelove–esque
experimental nuclear-powered living facility built by
the us Army under the Greenland ice sheet 150 miles
east of the military air base at Thule—a test run for the
construction and logistics that would be necessary for
Project Iceworm.7
Upshot? Ice core science—like most of the sciences
of earth, sky, and sea in the postwar period—nursed
at the warm and flowing teat of the Cold War militaryindustrial complex.
•

•

•

History is history. That was then, and this is now. So
what about now? Well, right now there are perhaps
half a dozen major ice core archives around the
world, all of them linked to the large-scale climate
research programs of Europe, Asia, and the Americas.
Copenhagen is home to one of the oldest and
largest repositories; the Alfred Wegner Institute in
Bremerhaven maintains many of the best cores drilled
by eu researchers; other important collections exist in
Japan, China, Russia, and Canada, among other places.
But the us National Ice Core Laboratory is distinctive.
The other ice core caches tend to be quite closely held
by specific research institutions and their researchers.
Access moves through channels of mutual scientific
collaboration, interlocking grant applications, and
informal networks of publication credit. While the
us research community certainly participates in such
dynamics, none of the other global ice-core repositories maintains a friendly website like nicl , complete
with clear tabs reading “Accessing the Ice Cores” and
“Scheduling a Sampling Visit.”
Which doesn’t mean every school kid in America
can write in and get a piece of ancient ice (though, as
it happens, a few have). It does mean that if you have
plausible need of a segment from the 120-meter depth
of the McBales Summit Core, you can write up what
you want to do and file a request form—and the odds
are good that after a relatively brief administrative
approval procedure, Geoffrey Hargreaves or Richard
Nunn or one of the other folks in Lakewood will don
long underwear, a fleece layer, a snowmobile-style
insulated snowsuit, and a pair of double-bladder
“Bunny boots” (Korean War–era jump boots favored by

Arctic toughs), together with multiple layers of gloves
(latex food-handling gloves, thermal running gloves,
another pair of surgical gloves), and head into the
freezer to pull down 1 or 2 of the 136 tubes containing
all the borings made by Joe McConnell and Roger Bales
back in 1999 in the frozen central wastes of Greenland
(circa 72° north by 38° west). Then, depending on
exactly how much ice you need, and what you intend
to do with it (isotope studies tend to get bits from the
periphery of the cross section, while gas analysts get
heartwood from the trunk, according to a kind of
ancient-ice beef chart used in Lakewood), the hard ice
bar comes out of the tube and goes on the band saw to
be sliced and diced to the relevant specs. Next, your
sample—which represents, in this case, a bit of snow
frozen around the time of the French Revolution—
goes in a plastic baggie, and gets wedged among blue
coolant packs in a Styrofoam box for pickup by FedEx.
You have the ice in hand the next day. As much as
twenty thousand pounds of ice will make its way out
the door of nicl in a given year in this way, though no
shipments in December—there seems to be a sense that
it is bad luck to mail ice around the holidays.
New cores come in on a regular basis too. The
Antarctic ones via refrigerated container units loaded
onto vessels that make their way up from the southern
hemisphere to Port Hueneme, just north of Los
Angeles, and from there overland in container-frame
eighteen-wheelers across the Rockies. The Greenland
and other northern cores tend to get flown to Stratton
Air Base (near Schenectady) onboard borrowed military lc -130 Hercules cargo planes—polar-outfitted
versions of the standard C-130, equipped with skis for
landing directly on the ice. From upstate New York,
the ice is generally transported via commercial freezertrucks—though once, for a particularly large batch of
polar core, the ice scientists rented a whole Boeing 737
to fly the cold crates directly to Denver. In all the years
of moving cores, very few have been lost. But it can
happen. Back in 1985, a power failure on an Antarctic
cargo ship produced the dreaded result: when the insulated shipping crates were opened, they contained a
sad slosh of no scientific value—a flavorless cocktail of
ancient waters, both shaken and stirred. A puddle.
Cocktail. That raises the semi-taboo subject of
consuming ancient ice. This is not much discussed
(at least not in writing) among professionals in the
international ice core science community. However,
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an unofficial rite of Arctic-scientist passage at the
demanding and intimate polar drill camps has been
known to include chilling the hooch with chips of
ancient ice kicked out of a dry bore hole or brought up
by the “sonde” (the technical name for the drill head).
It’s just ice, after all. Same as any other ice. Except, as
neophytes can be taught in fun-loving ways, for the
ice that comes from the region six hundred to twelve
hundred meters down. That ice, known as “brittle ice,”
actually behaves quite differently. In that region of
the depth column, the trapped air bubbles are actually under tremendous pressure—enough pressure to
rupture the crystalline structure of the ice that contains
them. Put a little brittle ice in your aquavit and …
Ker-pow ! On the tongue, I am told, it’s like the mother
of all Pop Rocks.8
Those contemplating this form of communion with
the Pleistocene may have cause for pause, however, in
light of the surprising recent discovery that ancient
ice contains vast numbers of ancient microorganisms.9
Frozen, of course, but capable—like Scholander’s
Chironomidae larvae—of thermal resurrection. The
archive of ice, as it turns out, is, astonishingly, an
archive of life. Which means the nicl is less a library
of archaic snowfalls than a vast frozen zoo of ancient
bacteria, fungi, and viruses.

Biohazard? Probably not. Most of what is bad
for people comes from people (and sometimes other
mammals), whereas the microfauna of the ice cores
presumably hails from regions that saw little contact with
mammals in general, much less Homo sapiens, who tend
to aggregate in tropical and temperate environments.
And anyway, if you keep the drink very strong, the
alcohol will probably finish off the bugs as they thaw.
They are pretty weak when they first come to.
The really strange thing to contemplate, though, is
that the earth’s melting glaciers are currently pouring
into the polar oceans billions and billions of small living
organisms that haven’t been seen on the planet in eons.
Given the cyclicities of the terraqueous paleoclimate, it
stands to reason that some of them were frozen under
conditions that looked more like the climate we increasingly have (and will have in the years ahead), than the
climate we had in the recent, pre-global-warming age.
Presumably this will confer some evolutionary advantage on those particular nano Rip Van Winkles, who may
be more ready for significant features of the world into
which they thaw than their surrounding descendants,
madly trying to make a living in a fast-changing ecology.
It is therefore by no means impossible that the microecology of our future seas will represent something like a
fold in time—a vast reanimation out of the archive of ice.
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